À NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT

We are entering the spring semester with great optimism. It was a challenging year for everyone, and we all endured — and overcame — throughout 2020. As we approach the end of the fall semester, we will emerge stronger this year for all that we have learned and accomplished.

Our LSU community will join together for Giving Day 2021. Mark your calendars by clicking here to find more information.

Students have until the 14th day of class to purchase or change their meal plan. If you need help or reach out to the Campus Life involvement staff at housing@lsu.edu.

An LSU Student Union LSU Family Association Scholarship are now open! All students of Family Association are welcome to apply.

Follow LSU Dining on Twitter for events, cooking demonstrations, health tips, and all things food!

LSU Dining: January Superfood - Citrus. Citrus fruits are in season in January, which is great news! They are a rich source of vitamin C, dietary fiber, and antioxidants.

The LSU Volunteer Center has built upon the great progress we made in the fall semester and is looking forward to welcoming our students back to campus for the spring semester and beginning new opportunities to move toward a successful and fulfilling career.

In accordance with the University's social distancing guidelines, the LSU Volunteer Center will host a virtual service learning fair on Wednesday, January 27, from 11am to 2pm. You can sign up for events and watch the fair via Zoom here.

If you are interested in making a difference in the community, please visit the LSU Volunteer Center website to see the list of opportunities.
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